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Thermal history of the Gosses Bluff impact structure, central Australia, from 
conodont colour-alteration indices: implications for hydrocarbon prospectivity 
and erosional history 

John D, Gorter', Russell J, Korsch2, & Robert S, Nicoll2 

Gosses Bluff is the remnant of a latest Jurassic asteroid or comet 
impact structure in the Amadeus Basin, central Australia. Conodonts 
have been successfully extracted from rocks exposed at the central uplift 
core of the impact structure, as well as from samples in petroleum 
exploration wells drilled into the structure. Maximum maturation of the 
source beds in the Early Ordovician Horn Valley Siltstone is reflected 
by the conodont colour-alteration index (CAl) value of 4 in Gosses 
Bluff No.2 well. A similar maturation level was attained by late Early 
Ordovician carbonates of the Stokes Siltstone, both in outcrop and 
drilled at shallow levels in Gosses Bluff No.1 well. A value of CAl 4 at 
the present surface indicates that these rocks were uplifted at least 4500 
m as a result of the impact. 

Introduction 

Gosses Bluff, a prominent circular feature in the Missionary 
Plain, is 160 km west-southwest of Alice Springs, Northern 
Territory, in the Amadeus Basin (Fig. I). It has a deformed 
outer ring about 24 km in diameter, and is interpreted to be a 
complex impact structure caused by a comet or asteroid impact 
(Crook & Cook 1966; Cook 1968; Milton et al. 1972, 1996a, 
1996b). Milton & Sutter (1987) determined a 40 Ar/39 Ar age of 
142.5 ± 0.8 Ma for a clast consisting essentially of sanidine 
from melt breccia at Mount Pyroclast, about 6 km to the south 
of Gosses Bluff No. 1 well, and interpreted this as the time of 
the impact. This indicates a latest Jurassic age for the impact 
according to the recent assessment of the age control for the 
Jurassic-Cretaceous boundary (Jones 1996). 
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Combined with the CAl values from conodonts recovered from 
petroleum exploration wells to the northeast (Tyler No.1) and southeast 
(Palm Valley No.1 and West Waterhouse No. 1), the conodont CAl 
values derived from Gosses Bluff allow the construction of a 
palaeodepth trend, similar to the CAI-depth trend of the Appalachians 
and the Kidson Sub-basin of the Canning Basin. This indicates that 
about 500 m of rock has been eroded from above the Gosses Bluff and 
Tyler No. I well area, and that about 1700- 2800 m has been eroded 
from the Palm Valley and Waterhouse Range Anticlines. The CAl 4 
value for the Horn Valley Siltstone, the primary rich hydrocarbon 
source rock in the basin, indicates that the organic matter in this 
formation in the Missionary Plain had reached a level of maturity 
equivalent to that for production of dry gas before about 140 Ma. 

Detailed geological mapping of the Gosses Bluff area by Milton 
et al. (1972, 1996a, 1996b) and Glikson et al. (1969) shows that 
Ordovician strata, including limestone of the Stokes Siltstone, 
are exposed at the surface. Seismic profiles tied to well control 
outside the Gosses Bluff structure show that the Stokes Silt•
stone is deeply buried adjacent to the impact structure (Milton 
et al. 1996a, figs. 6, 7, and 28). Gosses Bluff provides a suitable 
structure for the investigation of the maturation level, through 
the study of conodonts (Fig. 2), of the late Early Ordovician 
Stokes Siltstone and the Early Ordovician Horn Valley Silt•
stone, which are otherwise buried by over 3 km of the Late 
Devonian Pertnjara Group in the Missionary Plain. The Horn 
Valley Siltstone contains the most important hydrocarbon 
source rocks in the Amadeus Basin (Gorter 1984), and was the 
source of the hydrocarbons in the Palm Valley Gas Field and 
the Mereenie Oil and Gas Field, the two commercial fields in 
the basin (Fig. 1). 
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Figure L Locality map showing the locations of Gosses Bluff, wells mentioned in the text, the northern boundary of the Amadeus Basin, 
and the line of section shown in Figure 5. 
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Figure 2. Comparison of hydrocarbon-maturity-indicator ranges 
(after Perry et at. 1983; Epstein et at. 1977): LOM, level of organic 
maturity; CAl, conodont colour alteration index; TAl, thermal 
alteration index. 

In the Amadeus Basin, conodonts have been found in the marine 
interval from low in the Pacoota Sandstone (Fig. 3) through to 
the lower part of the Stokes Siltstone (Cooper 1981; Nicoll, in 
Shergold et al. 1991). They range in age from the Late Cam•
brian to the late Early Ordovician, and are especially abundant 
in limestone and shale of the Horn Valley and Stokes Siltstones 
(Nicoll, in Shergold et al. 1991). The progressive darkening of 
these phosphatic microfossils, quantified as the conodont col•
our-alteration index (CAl), has been used to determine thermal 
maturation levels and organic maturity profiles in marine sedi•
mentary rocks, and was first applied in the Appalachians 
(Epstein et al. 1977). Conodonts from many localities in the 
Amadeus Basin have been used previously in the study of the 
potential maturation of hydrocarbons (Gorter & Nicoll 1983; 
Gorter 1984), although a depth-related maturation profile had 
not been previously constructed, principally because less than 
1000 m of the sedimentary succession contains conodonts. The 
thick Neoproterozoic and Early Cambrian succession in the 
basin predates the appearance of conodonts in the sedimentary 
record. Further, the Late Ordovician to Devonian rocks in the 
Amadeus Basin are non-marine, and contain only scattered 
recycled Ordovician conodonts (Young et al. 1987). 

The establishment of a maturation profile for a sedimentary 
basin is critical for an understanding of the timing of oil and gas 
generation. This paper aims to: 

• establish the CAl values of conodonts in the impact structure, 
to determine whether the CAl is related to the thermal effects 
of impact or to regional geotherms; 

• construct, with the aid of conodonts, a depth-related matura•
tion profile, to determine the maturity of the Ordovician suc•
cession in the Gosses Bluff structure; and 

• compare the above with CAl data from wells outside the 
Gosses Bluff structure, including Tyler No.1, Palm Valley 
No.1, and West Waterhouse No. 1 (Fig. 1). 

Gosses Bluff petroleum exploration wells 
Two petroleum exploration wells have been drilled into the cen•
tral core of the Gosses Bluff structure (Fig. 4). In 1965, Exoil 
drilled Gosses Bluff No.1 in the centre of the crater to a depth 
of 1383 m. The well terminated in vertically dipping Stairway 
Sandstone (Pemberton & Planalp 1965) without penetrating the 
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Figure 3. Stratigraphic column of the Amadeus Basin showing the 
ranges of conodonts in the basin. 
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Figure 4. Vertical aerial photograph of Gosses Bluff showing the locations of Gosses Bluff Nos. 1 and 2, and the surface samples that yielded 
conodonts. 

Horn Valley Siltstone or the target reservoir, the Pacoota Sand•
stone. In its uppermost part, the well encountered carbonate 
rocks in the Stokes Siltstone, which also crop out near the well 
site. Gosses Bluff No. 2 was drilled by Magellan Petroleum 
Australia Limited in 1988-89 (Roe 1991) to a total depth of 
2652 m. The well penetrated the Pacoota Sandstone objective, 
but, despite minor gas shows, adequate porosity and permeabil•
ity were lacking, and the well was plugged and abandoned. 
Gosses Bluff No. 2 confirmed the structural complications asso•
ciated with a complex impact structure. It encountered steeply 
dipping, overturned, and intensely faulted strata in the upper, 
disturbed zone, but the beds are less disturbed - having gentler 

dips and no extensive fractures - at depth (Roe 1991). 

Cores and cuttings of limestone from Gosses Bluff No.1 , and 
rock from surface exposures in the Gosses Bluff structure, were 
sampled for conodont biostratigraphic study and to determine 
the thermal maturity according to the CAl method of Epstein et 
al. (1977). Initial results were reported by Gorter & Nicoll 
(1983) and Gorter (1984). Cuttings from a depth of 2438 m 
(8000 ft) in Gosses Bluff No. 2 were later sampled for 
source-rock characterisation, and the contained conodonts 
recovered from limestones in the cuttings assessed for CAl 
(Table 1). 
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Table 1. Conodont faunas and CAl values for wells and outcrop samples in and near Gosses Bluff 

Locality/well + depth Conodont fauna 

Gosses Bluff outcrop 15 elements 
sample A ?Phragmodus sp. indet 
Gosses Bluff outcrop 8 elements 
sample B indet. fragments 
Gosses Bluff 1 core 1 23 elements 
319-329 ft Phragmodus sp. indet. 
97-100 m) 
Gosses Bluff 1 cuttings 1 element 
880-1020 ft indet. fragment 
(268-311m) 
Gosses Bluff 2 cuttings 18 elements 
2438 m Drepanoistodus sp. indet 

Oepikodus communis 
Palm Valley 1 core 14 158 elements 
1697 m Bergstroemognathus extensus 

Oepikodus communis 
Oepikodus n. sp. A 
Protopanderodus nyinti 

Tyler 1 cuttings 3 elements 
3429-3520 m Ph rag modus sp. indet. 
West Waterhouse 1 cuttings 47 elements 
1762- 1790 m Prioniodus amadeus 

Protoprioniodus aranda 

Sample preparation 
Conodonts. The conodont samples were processed by standard 
techniques for conodont preparation (Lindstrom 1964) at the 
AGSO acid laboratory, and the CAl values (Table 1) were 
determined by optical microscopic examination from a stand•
ard CAl set supplied by A.G. Harris of the United States Geo•
logical Survey. 

Source rocks. Shale and limestone cuttings from the lower to 
middle part of the Hom Valley Siltstone in Gosses Bluff No.2 
well were analysed at AGSO by the Rock-Eval pyrolysis tech•
nique. The results are summarised in Table 2. 

CAl observations 
Conodonts were recovered from two outcrop samples - one 
(sample A) near the centre of the structure, the other (sample B) 
just northeast of the Gosses Bluff No.1 drill site (Fig. 4) -
both probably from the Stokes Siltstone. From the wells, cono•
donts were recovered from the Stokes Siltstone in Gosses Bluff 
No.1 and from the Hom Valley Siltstone in Gosses Bluff No.2 
(Table 1). The Stokes Siltstone was not sampled in Gosses 
Bluff No. 2. 

Conodont samples from Gosses Bluff No. 1, Palm Valley No.1 , 
Tyler No.1 , and West Waterhouse No. 1 (Fig. 1; Gorter 1984) 
were re-examined and combined with the new observations 
from Gosses Bluff No. 2 and the outcrop samples. The CAl 
results provide control for the interpretation of thermal gradi•
ents in the Amadeus Basin. 

Surface sample A has a CAl value of 4, and surface sample B 
has a CAl value of 3-4 (Table 1). These samples contain cono•
dont faunas that are representative of the Stokes Siltstone. CAl 
values from the Stokes Siltstone in Gosses Bluff No. 1 (97 to 
311 m) were originally reported by Gorter (1984) to be 2-3. 
Our re-examination of the material determined a CAl value of 
4. The fauna is typical of that found in the Stokes Siltstone at 
other localities in the Amadeus Basin. At Gosses Bluff No.2, 
18 conodont elements or element fragments were recovered 

Formation CAl 

Stokes Siltstone 4 

Stokes Siltstone 3-4 

Stokes Siltstone 4 

Stokes Siltstone 4 

Horn Valley Siltstone 4 

Horn Valley Siltstone 3 

Stokes Siltstone 3 

Horn Valley Siltstone 3 

Table 2. Rock-Eval data determined by the AGSO Organic 
Geochemistry Laboratory for a cutting from a depth of 2438 m in 
Gosses Bluff 2 

Tmax Sl S2 S3 Sl+S2 Pi TOC HI 01 

384 1.01 0.08 1.08 1.09 0.92 0.62 13 174 

from the sample at 2438 m. All have a CAl value of 4, the same 
as that in the stratigraphically younger material from Gosses 
Bluff No. 1. The fauna includes Oepikodus communis and 
Drepanoistodus sp. indet. In the Amadeus Basin, O. communis 
is restricted to the lower part of the Horn Valley Siltstone 
(Nicoll, in Shergold et a1. 1991). 

Source-rock maturity levels based on CAl 
The conodonts with a CAl value of 4 indicate an equivalent vit•
rinite reflectance level from 1.8 to at least 3 per cent (Fig. 2). 
According to the CAl data, the organic matter in the sample 
from the lower part of the Horn Valley Siltstone in Gosses Bluff 
No.2 has passed well beyond the stage of wet gas and conden•
sate generation, and is within the zone of dry gas generation 
(l90-300°C, Fig. 2) . However, this sample has a low organic 
content, and very low Tmax value (Table 2), probably owing to 
the bitumen component (high SI compared to S2). It is from an 
organic-poor part of the Horn Valley Siltstone, in which rich 
organic matter is confined to thin beds - particularly near the 
middle of the formation (Gorter 1984, 1991; Elphinstone & 
Gorter 1991). 

The CAl 4 value for all the Gosses Bluff surface and subsurface 
samples (Figs. 5 and 6) contrasts with the CAl 3 value for the 
Stokes Siltstone at depths of 3429-3520 m in Tyler No.1, 15 
km to the northeast, and in the Horn Valley Siltstone at shal•
lower depths in Palm Valley No. 1 (40 km to the southeast; 
1697 m) and West Waterhouse No.1 (90 km to the east-south•
east; 1762-1790 m; Table 1; see also Gorter 1984). A CAl 
value of 3 is consistent with wet gas and condensate generation 
from any source rocks at this stratigraphic level (Fig. 2). 
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Figure 5 . Cross-section showing the conodont CAl values in wells from Gosses Bluff No.1 to West Waterhouse No.1 and conodont CAl 
values. The CAl maturation gradient of the standard Appalachian scheme is applied to the Amadeus Basin and compared with gradients 
in the Canning Basin (Nicoll & Gorter 1984a, 1984b). 

Discussion 

CAl data from conodonts are derived from sedimentary succes•
sions that are two or three thousand metres thick in several Aus•
tralian basins of Cambrian to Triassic age - for example, the 
Canning Basin (Nicoll & Gorter 1984a, 1984b). In the Amadeus 
Basin, however, similar CAl information is restricted to a strati•
graphic interval of less than 1000 m, and well control points are 
widely scattered. Thus, a CAl-based regional thermal gradient 
has not been previously established. The conodonts recovered 
from different depth ranges in Gosses Bluff Nos. 1 and 2 and 
Tyler No.1, 15 km apart, constitute the first good vertical con•
trol for a conodont maturation profile in this basin (Fig. 5). 

The different present-day depths from which the conodonts 
were recovered in Gosses Bluff No.1 (97- 311 m) and 2 (2438 
m) reflect the near-vertical structural attitudes in the central 
uplift of Gosses Bluff. Rebound following impact elevated the 
Ordovician conodont-bearing rocks from their original burial 
depths to their present locations. In their pre-impact relation•
ship, however, they were stratigraphically separated by no more 
than 500 m. 

The Stokes Siltstone and Stairway Sandstone are exposed in the 
central uplift of Gosses Bluff, and are overlain by younger 

rocks of the Carmichael Sandstone, Mereenie Sandstone, and 
Pertnjara Group (Fig. 3). In Tyler No. 1, the Stokes Siltstone 
occurs at 3200-3600 m below the surface. Conodonts with a 
CAl 3 value were recovered from a depth of 3429 to 3520 m in 
Tyler No.1 , suggesting that the samples of Stokes Siltstone 
from Gosses Bluff - which have a CAl 4 value - were origi•
nally more deeply buried than the Stokes Siltstone in Tyler 
No. 1. 

Analysis of seismic velocities from an expanding spread associ•
ated with the deep seismic reflection line BMR85 .IB, 8 km to 
the west of Gosses Bluff in the Missionary Plain, indicates that 
the Stokes Siltstone occurs at about 3890-4190 m, the Stairway 
Sandstone at about 4190-4500 m, and the Hom Valley Siltstone 
at about 4500-4630 m (Wright et al. 1991). Thus, within 
Gosses Bluff, the Stokes Siltstone was uplifted by up to 4200 m. 
The Hom Valley Siltstone samples taken from Gosses Bluff 
No.2 at a depth of 2438 m were uplifted during the impact by at 
least 2000 m to their present position. 

CAl due to regional geothermal effects 

CAl data from the Siljan astrobleme in Sweden (Bergstrom 
1980), and from similar structures in North America (Votaw 
1980), show that CAl values reflect burial trends rather than the 
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amount of heat generated by impact. At Gosses Bluff, elevated 
temperatures melted the country rock to produce an aureole of 
melt breccia and recrystallised breccia. The melt breccia is now 
mainly preserved at Mount Pyroc1ast, about 6 km south of the 
centre of the impact. It was evidently produced by heat gener•
ated on impact (Milton et al. 1972). The heat generated by the 
impacting body is mostly dissipated through the melting of 
impacted rocks and of the bolide itself. The dissipated, 
high-temperature fall-back debris and plume contribute heat to 
the atmosphere. At depth, however, the thermal effect of the 
impact was apparently insufficient or too brief to have signifi•
cantly altered the colour of the conodonts that were originally 
over 4000 m below the impact site. We suggest that the CAl of 
the samples recovered from Gosses Bluff Nos. 1 and 2 and out•
crops are the result of elevated temperatures that reflect the orig•
inal depth of burial and the regional geothermal gradient. 
Because the impact provided no significant heating influence, 
the CAl value should relate to the maximum temperature 
reached at present-day depths of around 4000 to 4500 m in this 
part of the basin. 

The conodonts recovered from both the Gosses Bluff wells and 
surface samples within the bluff contain abundant microfrac•
tures. This fracturing is attributed to disruption of the rocks by 
the primary impact shock wave, and by the rebound of the cen•
tral uplift. Microfractures are not apparent in conodonts recov•
ered from Tyler No.1 , Palm Valley No.1, and West 
Waterhouse No.1 - all outside the deformed aureole of Gosses 
Bluff. In an apatite fission-track analysis of Gosses Bluff, Tin•
gate (1990) and Tingate & others (1996) reported intense frac•
turing of most of the apatite grains in their samples. 

Depth-related maturation profile 

The CAl trend developed for the Appalachian fold belt (Figs. 5 
and 6) has been taken as a standard against which to compare 
conodont thermal maturation. The study of conodont colour 
alteration in various Australian basins is instructive because it 
demonstrates the extent of variation in local or regional geother•
mal gradients, even within a single basin (Nicoll & Gorter 
I 984a, 1984b; Gorter 1984; Nicoll & Foster 1994). For exam•
ple, Nicoll & Gorter (1984a, 1984b) published maturation infor•
mation based on CAl for the Canning Basin, but only in a few 
wells were CAl values of over 3 recognised. The Willara No.1 
well shows CAl values of 3-4 at about 3020 m, and Kidson 
No.1 has a CAl value of 3 at 3070 m. In the Amadeus Basin, for 
comparison, Palm Valley No.1 and West Waterhouse No.1 
have a CAl value of 3 at depths of less than 1800 m (Fig. 5, 
Table 1). In the Appalachians, a CAl 3 value reflects burial 
between 3660 to 5500 m (Epstein et al. 1977). 

The differences in these depths for the same CAl value may be 
explained by differences in regional thermal gradients, by ero•
sion of large thicknesses of strata from the preserved strati•
graphic section, or by local heat sources such as igneous 
intrusions. There are no igneous intrusions in this part of the 
Amadeus Basin, and the close proximity of all of these localities 
(Fig. 1) suggests that former thicker sediment loading, probably 
by the Pertnjara Group clastic rocks, produced a more deeply 
buried structure and thus a higher apparent thermal gradient. 

A comparison can be made between the CAl- depth pairs from 
the Amadeus Basin and the CAI-depth trends from other basins 
(Fig. 6). The standard Appalachian trend is shown along with a 
'hot' trend based on the Lennard Shelf in the Canning Basin 
(Nicoll & Gorter 1984a, 1984b), and a 'cold' trend based on the 
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Figure 6. Graph of CAl values versus depth, comparing selected 
Amadeus Basin samples with the Appalachian 'normal' trend of 
Epstein et al. (1977) and 'hot' and 'cold' trends from other 
Australian basins. 

Ashmore Platform in the western Timor Sea (according to data 
from Nicoll & Foster 1994, and unpublished data of J.D. Gorter 
and R.S . Nicoll). 

The Amadeus Basin CAl values mostly plot near the Lennard 
Shelf trend, with the exception of the sample from Tyler No.1 
(Fig. 6). Depths to the Ordovician formations in Tyler No.1 , 
and depths determined from seismic data on the Missionary 
Plain nearby (Wright et al. 1991), indicate that the maximum 
depths for the CAl zones based on the Appalachian trend are 
possibly too deep, and that the Amadeus Basin trend would be 
slightly hotter than the Appalachian one, particularly for CAl 
zones 3 and 4. The Amadeus Basin trend, however, was not as 
hot as the trend for the Lennard Shelf, because most of the CAl 
values are from structures that have experienced post-burial 
uplift and do not reflect the palaeoburial trend. Hence the Ama•
deus Basin trend must be cooler than the trend for the Lennard 
Shelf. According to apatite fission-track data, Tingate et al. 
(1996) concluded that palaeogeothermal gradients were very 
similar to those of the present day, and that the present surface 
of the Missionary Plain is within 500 m of the land surface at the 
time of impact. Thus, if we assume that the sample in Tyler No. 
1 was 500 m deeper at the time of impact, then the palaeoburial 
trend for the Amadeus Basin would be slightly hotter than the 
Appalachian trend (Fig. 6). 

Estimates of the possible amounts of uplift for Gosses Bluff can 
be made by comparing present-day depths with the predicted 
palaeodepths based on an Amadeus Basin trend that was slightly 
hotter than the standard Appalachian trend (Fig. 6 and Table 3). 
The CAl 4 value at the surface at Gosses Bluff and near the sur•
face in Gosses Bluff No. 1 could reflect burial depths of 4500 to 
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Table 3. Estimates of possible amounts of uplift determined by comparing present-day depths with the predicted palaeodepths based on 
an Amadeus Basin trend that was slightly hotter than the standard Appalachian trend (see Fig. 6) 

Location/well CAl 

Sundry surface samples 
Orange 1 1.5 
Dingo 1 1.5 
North West Mereenie 1 2 
West Walker I 2 
Palm Valley I 3 
West Waterhouse 1 3 
Palm Valley 3 3 
Tyler 1 3 
Gosses Bluff outcrops 4 
Gosses Bluff I 4 
Gosses Bluff 2 4 

5600 m, and the Horn Valley Siltstone in Gosses Bluff No.2 
would have been uplifted at least 2000 m during the impact 
(Table 3). These burial depths are consistent with current depths 
to the Ordovician formations estimated from nearby seismic 
data on the Missionary Plain (Wright et al. 1991). 

Regional implications 

Jackson et al. (1984) and Tingate (1991) have suggested that up 
to 2 km of section has been stripped from the Mereenie Anti•
cline (Fig. 1), where CAl values of 1.5 to 2 have been derived 
for the Horn Valley Siltstone at current depths of about 
1050- 1250 m (Gorter 1984). From Figure 6 it can be inferred 
that the sample from North West Mereenie No.1 well was bur•
ied 1000 to 2250 m deeper in the past (Table 3). Similarly, a 
CAl3 value derived for the Horn Valley Siltstone in Palm Val•
ley No.3 (1981-2039 m) and in West Waterhouse No. 1 
(1762-1789 m) indicates deeper burial in the past of about 
1700-2800 m (Table 3). The Palm Valley and Waterhouse 
Range Anticlines reflect considerable uplift and erosion during 
the late Palaeozoic Alice Springs Orogeny (Nicoll et al. 1991). 
Lesser amounts of burial, in the order of 100-1500 m, are pre•
dicted for Orange No.1 and Dingo No.1 (Table 3). Most out•
crop samples with a value of CAli could have been buried by 
up to 1100 m in the past. 

As CAl values reflect the maximum level of maturation attained 
by the rocks as a result of their burial, the CAl 4 value for out•
crops at Gosses Bluff is an indicator of the maturity level of the 
organic matter in the Stokes and Horn Valley Siltstones at the 
time of impact - that is, about 140 million years ago - pro•
vided that these units were not more deeply buried thereafter or 
exposed to magmatic processes at any time. By then, the 
organic matter in the rocks had already passed beyond the wet 
gas and condensate production field into that of dry gas (Fig. 2). 
This result confirms the very high thermal maturity of Palaeo•
zoic and older source rocks in the Missionary Plain (Gorter 
1984; Jackson et al. 1984), and indicates that these areas have 
only dry gas potential. 

Conclusions 
In the Amadeus Basin, the maximum maturation of organic 
matter in the source beds in the Early Ordovician Horn Valley 
Siltstone is reflected by a value of CAl 4 derived from samples 
from Gosses Bluff No. 2. Similar depths of burial were attained 
by the late Early Ordovician carbonates in the Stokes Siltstone, 

Sample depth (m) Range of estimated uplift (m) 

surface 0- 1100 
ca 735 400-1500 
ca 1030 100-1200 
ca 1200 1000-2250 
ca 1350 900-2100 
ca 1697 1750-2800 
ca 1775 1675- 2725 
ca 2000 1450-2500 
ca 3475 ca 500 
surface 4500- 5600 
100 & 300 4200- 5500 
2438 2000-3 150 

now exposed and at shallow levels in Gosses Bluff No. 1. This 
CAl value is best explained by a regional palaeogeotherm, and 
is not related to the effects of the impact. 

The conodont CAl values in the Gosses Bluff area allow the 
construction of a regional palaeodepth trend (or maturation pro•
file), and show that it would have a slightly higher geothermal 
gradient than both the standard Appalachian CAl-depth trend 
of Epstein et al. (1977) and the trend for the Kidson Sub-basin 
of the Canning Basin (Nicoll & Gorter 1984a, 1984b). This gra•
dient is to be expected in an intracratonic basin setting where 
the last major event was rapid sedimentation due to foreland 
loading. 

The amount of former burial and/or uplift can be estimated from 
this regional palaeodepth trend. Thus the maximum thickness of 
the sedimentary succession of the Missionary Plain before 
impact was no more than about the present thickness plus 500 
m, subsequently eroded from above the Gosses Bluff and Tyler 
No. 1 area. However, in the Palm Valley and Waterhouse 
Range areas, the succession had an additional 1700-2800 m of 
sediment. A value of CAl 4 at the present surface at Gosses 
Bluff, however, indicates that these rocks were elevated by at 
least 4500 m, during the impact of the asteroid or comet. 

The regional palaeodepth trend for the Gosses Bluff area places 
the Horn Valley Siltstone source rock in the dry gas zone. Thus 
exploration targets in the Missionary Plain area could expect 
only gas from Ordovician or older targets. 
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